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Indigenous writers of the Solomon Islands, as with the majority of indigenous
Oceanic countries and states, exhibit common themes throughout their literary
works relating to colonisation, decolonisation and independent rule, the retelling
and recording of traditional myths and legends, and issues relating to transcultural confusion. In reading the works of indigenous Solomon Island women,
similar themes are evident, however, there is also a striking digression from
those themes. For the purposes of this study, the writing can be divided into two
distinct periods - writers born in the pre- and post-independent eras. l In both
of these categories, it is evident that the women offer an insight into their world
often from within a very personal and emotional space. Their poetry and prose
reflect their fears and concerns for the future for themselves, their families and
their society. Although the pre-independence era is the primary focus of this
paper, this is not to suggest that the post-independent period is less valuable or
interesting. Both groups of women have a lot to offer Pacific literature as their
works capture their thoughts and feelings of their society in its various
transformations. Tongan writer, Konai Helu Thaman, states that:
While much has been written about the impact of colonialism on Pacific economies,
environments, politics, and social structures, little attention has been focused on its
impact on people's minds, particularly on their ways of knowing, their views of who
and what they are, and what they consider worthwhile to teach and learn. (n.p.)

The writing of the Solomon Island women is both eloquent and emotive, thereby
offering an insight into the mind set of the colonised woman. Their works reflect
the personal rather than the impersonal impact that they have experienced through
colonisation.
The pre-independence poetry and prose seem to exhibit more confusion
associated with a traditional agricultural society'S rapid progression into a modem
society. This is hardly surprising as colonisation had a direct impact on this
group of women. The women of this era were born in the 1950s and 1960s and
were, therefore, of the generation to experience first hand the many changes
independence wrought. After independence in 1978, the affects of colonisation
on the new generation were less obvious as most of the colonial impetus had
abated. 2 The women of these two groups, therefore, address different issues.
Sina Va'ai suggests reasons for this shift:

